Digital Wings Year 2020 Donor report
The Year in Brief
Kia ora koutou Digital Wings business donor partners
As experienced across Aotearoa and the rest of the world, 2020 was certainly a year for upheaval for Digital Wings.
Programme Director Di Daniels relocated from Kāpiti to Te Tai Tokerau in February, settling into her Far North home
office in March, just days before lockdown. Plans of making a difference to Digital Inclusion in the region and in a
new community immediately went on hold while we all watched and waited for what lay ahead.
In earlier March, one of our charity partners, Digital Inclusion Alliance Aotearoa’s digital bus DORA’s itinerary
included Northland using Digital Wings’ laptops on board for financial literacy classes, so together we made it into
the Whangarei Leader. DORA spent some time in the Daniels’ driveway while Di’s driver-husband ferried the mobile
classroom between Northland libraries on both sides of the lockdown period. Collaborations between charities
delivering to the same communities work well and we covered Kerikeri, Kaikohe, Kawakawa, Paihia and Dargaville.
Like everyone else we descended into the world of Zoom
meetings, cancelled flights and engagements and worrying
how we were going to continue our services. Fortunately, our
recycling partner RemarkIT Solutions was deemed a
compulsory service in waste management, so we kept trading
amidst the difficulties of freight deliveries and reduced staff.
During those difficult Covid months, both businesses and
charities closed their physical doors whilst still striving to
deliver their services to clients. This meant more and more
charities had need for laptops and technology to work from
home to support their vulnerable communities. Meanwhile in
an uncertain financial climate, businesses deferred their
planned computer upgrades and sent decommissioned viable
equipment home with their own staff instead of donating. For
Digital Wings this meant a sustained demand for gifting outwards and a paucity of corporate donations inwards. By
September we had run out of laptops and RemarkIT Solutions stepped in to fill the deficit from their proportion of
stock. By December 2020 laptop stocks were alarmingly low again and remain so into 2021.
However, we managed to honour our contract with the Ministry for the Environment, even excelling the amount of
e-waste diverted from landfill. Unfortunately within that, the proportion of viable equipment was reduced. Here is
our progress since we began in January 2017, clearly showing how Digital Wings has been able to extend its reach
with support from MfE since April 2019 and the significant contribution of our business donors to end-2020.

DIGITAL WINGS PROGRESS 2017-2020 INCLUSIVE
Year Jan – Dec
2017
2018
2019
2020
TOTALS

New corporate
donors annually
5
5
21
19
50

e-waste diverted
from landfill
Est. 50 tonnes
est. 50 tonnes
190.55 tonnes
206.74 tonnes
397.3 tonnes

Charities served
annually
16
93
110
157
360 nationwide

Number of tech
items gifted
174
182
932
990
2278 tech items
(22.78 tonnes)

Seeking More Corporate Partners
The challenge to bring on board more corporate partners was exacerbated in 2020 with trips to Wanganui, Waikato
and Tauranga regions cancelled, so we tried to move more locally in Northland. By end of 2020 there were 26 new
charities in Te Tai Tokerau benefiting from Digital Wings gifted computers, but not one corporate donor. So, in an
effort to raise our profile in the business community we joined Northland Chamber of Commerce who suggested we
enter their Westpac Business Champion Awards. There is only one entry allowed each, and further nominations
were invited from clients. Huge thanks to all the businesses and charities who nominated and supported our entry.

Digital Wings Finalist in 2 categories: Environmental Business and Business Innovation Champions
We are still working on securing northern businesses to support the Digital Wings communities in the region.
Until November 2020 we had a similar situation in Otago-Southland – numerous southern charities supported but
only 2 Christchurch donors: Canterbury DHB and MyITManager. On invitation from CCL and Spark Business we ran 2
lunchtime presentations for their business clients in Dunedin and Invercargill, with fantastic results! 3 of our charities
came along and shared the positive difference their increased Digital Capability had made to their organisations.
From this venture 5 new local donors have signed up and 11 more in negotiation. We used a model of engagement
pioneered by Spark Business in Napier which resulted in 8 Hawkes Bay donors, so are keen to replicate around the
Motu if any of you can champion the cause and host a meeting please.

DIGITAL WINGS DONORS AND SPONSORS TO MARCH 2021
Transpower
Westpac
Canterbury DHB
Oji Fibre
Alexander Group
South Port
Heritage NZ
Wairoa DC
Capital Coast DHB
Hutt DHB
Charlton Property
OuterDawn
Te Pūtahitanga Trust Alliance Group
Plimmer Steps Med Lakeland Clinical
Digital Incl. Alliance Ariki Creative
Royal Australasian College of Physicians

TWOA
Honda
Scales
Spark
Miraka
Yellow
Junk Run
Burnsco
Chamber
Tessuti

Mercury
Bakertilly SR
Mr Apple
Hastings DC
Wellington.NZ
Amadeus Travel
HW Richardson
Sthn EQ Response
Digital Natives DNA
Horowhenua DC

BNZ
RemarkIT
E Tū
LexisNexis
KCDC Napier CC
WCC Hawkes Bay RC
PNCC Whakatane DC
Tribal Compac Tomra
BUPA Uni Books Otago
Xero Pacific Radiology
CCL
Generosity NZ
Evolution Healthcare

Z-Energy
Toyota
Red Bull
Ruapehu DC
Trustpower
Stats NZ
Port Otago
Nintex
GW Office
Educ Perfect

Raising Public Awareness About E-waste and Recycling
Digital Wings was invited to contribute to Radio NZ interviews and you can listen to the podcasts here:
https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/summer-days/audio/2018779758/digital-wings-working-to-reducethe-digital-divide
https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/afternoons/audio/2018729824/tonnes-of-digital-waste-saved-fromour-landfills-by-digital-wings
https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/nights/audio/2018717697/digital-inclusion-and-tackling-e-waste
Serving Digital Wings’ Charity Partners
Connecting with charities nationwide and witnessing the work they do is the heart-warming and rewarding side of a
programme like Digital Wings, for both the donor companies and the technical team at RemarkIT Solutions who
manage the redeployment of equipment. We want to assure you, our donors, that our communities appreciate the
opportunity we collectively provide for them to increase their digital capacity and efficiency, whilst also raising
Digital Inclusion and Digital Literacy on their regions. Together since 2017 we have impacted small isolated charities
as well as significant sectors with national coverage e.g. 29 Youth Education & Employment Trusts; 16 Children’s
Camps and Trusts; 57 Social Services; 9 Graeme Dingle Foundation; 20 Health charities; 35 Marae and Māori Rōpū; 8
Environmental; 16 Literature, Arts and Culture; 5 Animal Rescue; 10 Sports & Outdoor Pursuit; 2 Food Recovery; 27
Playcentres; 10 Parents Centres; 32 Toy Libraries; and 41 Literacy Aotearoa across 10 regions. Full list here:
https://www.digitalwings.nz/recipients.html and Covid thank you stories here
https://www.digitalwings.nz/testimonials.html . Together we made a difference.

Stories and Outcomes from around the Motu – We ask charities how Digital Wings equipment has increased their
digital capacity and helped them reach their client outcomes, many of whom are children.
The Champion Centre Christchurch provides multi-disciplinary early intervention services
to infants and young children with significant disabilities and their families in Canterbury,
including Down syndrome, other genetic disorders, cerebral palsy, extreme prematurity,
epilepsy, developmental dyspraxia, Autism Spectrum Disorder and brain injury.
Champion Centre goals were to increase productivity and performance of staff with
laptops, and engagement for children in the Technology Assisted Learning programme
through use of software and APPs on iPads. In 2020 they provided service to 230 children
and their families, an email data base of 1500 and social media community of 3400.
“2020 saw a strong need to reach out…through our social media presence for our wider
whānau to support each other, and those families whose bubble saw them potentially at
risk with compromised immunity [and] the need to provide services at a distance. Without
the 5x iPads at the onset of the [Covid-19] isolation period, our families and their children
would have struggled to continue with their intervention programmes during lockdown. The
APPs on the devices and subsequent Zoom meetings to assist caregivers, meant no time was
lost in keeping children on task with their development.”
Champion Centre Gala - YouTube
Leg Up Trust, Riding for the Disabled and Mini Haha Haven Rescue
Digital Wings has been able to dramatically increase the efficiency of small charities, like those working with horses
and youth to increase troubled or disabled children’s resilience, confidence and focus whilst also rescuing horses.
Leg-Up Trust: “The timing for us could not have been better as we are just beginning to complete Correspondence
school work for one of our individual students and were looking at having to use my
office computer for her to complete her work. This of course would make my
administration job very difficult. Having the two new computers means we can offer
Correspondence work to other students as well which is just fantastic. From Ros and the
team at Leg-Up we wish you the very best and cannot emphasise enough how valuable
these computers will be.”
Mini Ha Ha Rescue: “I am so grateful for the laptop for the Haven. I am just on my way
to the accountants this morning and having a laptop to take with me is amazing. We are
forever grateful...our accountant would have had to travel to us and that's a charge in
itself over and above her time. I have bought a little table so I can sit on the couch at
night and do my work. My appreciation for your support. I love saying thank you and for
us little guys our Laptop has been huge.”
Riding for the Disabled Manawatū: “I'm gobsmacked we could have a desktop and a laptop! Words don’t describe
how much that helped us set ourselves up.”
Playcentres and Parent Centres nationwide are also supporting children’s education and families’ social cohesion.
Stratford Parents Centre report:
• Social outcomes – we now have access to fast and effective communication to all enquiries in regard to
childbirth education courses. The laptops enable us to carry out vital social media advertising and posts to all
our members and the wider community.
• Educational outcomes – with COVID-19 challenges we are now able to offer ZOOM education classes in lieu
of attending them at the centre. Our committee members are able to keep in touch with all enquiries using
the laptops now, making it much easier in their busy mum lives!
“Having 2 laptops to share the busy volunteer workload has been so helpful. It has taken the pressure off having to
use our phones or personal PC’s to complete tasks and communicate with the community. Being able to store
documents and private information from members on laptops specifically for the centre is much better governance
for current and future committee members.”
Ashburton Baptist Preschool Trust share “teachers have been able to use the computers to write narrative
assessments and plans for children in the form of learning stories – we have also been able to go online and utilise
‘storypark’ an app that allows children’s families to view their learning online and share with other family members.
They can also contribute and have a voice in what their child is learning and how we implement strategies. We are

very thankful for this. We have updated our student management system (a software for managing enrolments) and
there is a capability to have the parents sign in and out electronically on a tablet [if we could source some]. We can
preload messages that are specific to each parent on pick up or departure as each parent would have a log in. The
main outcome would be improved communications with families for better quality care and education for children
with good informative information.”
Toy Libraries make a wide range of toys available on loan to families and 32 diverse toy libraries from the Far North
to Far South, many of them rural, have benefitted from your donations.
“Your laptops have really made a huge difference. Our old
laptop was slow and kept freezing so it was frustrating for
the volunteers to try and return the toys as well as the
members waiting for the toys to be returned as we use an
online system so having a fast and stable laptop is critical.
At the end of 2019, we [Mt Albert] had 118 families with
191 children who would have benefited from your
laptops.”
“Thank you Digital Wings for donating a laptop to the
Otaki Toy Library! It has become a game changer for us
during our busy days. We are helping people faster and the wait times have drop
significantly. We really appreciate what you do as it gives charities like us the ability to give back to our community
too.”
Rolleston Toy Library: “We are the only fully online toy library in NZ so
having computers to operate with has made getting set up much
easier. Our toy library has had its challenges over the last year with
finally getting up and running and then having to shut down a few
months later with covid lockdowns. Then we reopened for a few
months and we had to shut down again due to our premises being
sold and we had to vacate. Currently we are working from a
temporary site with two donated containers however we are still
operating and our members are loving the services. We appreciate
the donation; resources are hard to come by for organisations like
ours and this was just amazing. Things like this give the entire
committee a boost and give us the drive to keep going when times get
tough.”
Masterton Toy Library shows wider community benefits often exceed their library loans by:
“- Social outcomes – we have significantly increased our online and community presence by being able to have better
access to resources such as email, social media and also able to design print media to distribute. This in turn has
meant more families and institutions have had the opportunity to hear about us and find out what we can do for
them. We were given notice to move from our premises, however because we were able to make our plight so public
using social media, we managed to find a new building and have since moved in. Without the use of these computers,
there is a very real likelihood that we would have had to close our doors.
- Educational outcomes – As a result of social media, we are in the process of forming a relationship with a local
youth program. We will begin to provide opportunities for 14-15 years old to come in and help out with tasks in the
toy library as part of their community volunteering requirements for their program.
- Environmental outcomes – we are reducing our waste as we slowly begin to email rather than print things.
- Economic, employment outcomes – by increasing our online and community presence, we have also attracted lots
of new members which is a large economic benefit for us.”
Birthright Hawke’s Bay say their computers made a huge difference in helping families. “As a part funded [charity]
we are always seeking funds to cover operational costs. IT support and computer expenses is one area we are often
lagging behind on resulting in having to use old and increasingly unreliable equipment. This donation has enabled us
to replace 5 of our oldest laptops and equip our mobile staff with smaller, lighter, reliable and fit-for-purpose laptops
that are in use every day helping to support individuals, families and whanau across Hawkes Bay.”
Note- In most cases each family involves working with multiple individuals.
Community team – 182 families
Social workers in schools – 55 Families
Supervised Contact- 129 Families.

Some success stories involving staff using the donated laptops include:
•Supporting children and parents to make positive progress around challenging behaviour in schools and home.
•A number of families have improved financial situations as a result of our financial capability/ budgeting support.
•Coordination of supervised contact to enable children to maintain ongoing relationships with their parents.
Graeme Dingle Foundation supports kids to overcome life’s obstacles and their centres benefitted from technology
upgrades to extend their services to young people through schools in Northland, Auckland, Tauranga, Rotorua,
Hawkes Bay, Porirua, Wellington, Canterbury and Southland, especially during lockdown. This shows what a wide
coverage Digital Wings has, even within one organisation and the difference a significant amount of high-spec
technology can make. Their National Office says “The technology supplied by Digital Wings enabled our staff to work
smarter at home! For our National team that meant working quickly to ensure our programmes were able to be
delivered online. For our regional teams, the laptops enabled our staff to communicate with their students, especially
through the first longer lockdown. They were able to create and share content, liaise with their team and with the
wider Dingle whanau. We are reaching over 27,000 tamariki and rangatahi across Aotearoa, the support provided by
Digital Wings enabled us to support each and every one of them throughout the COVID impacted year!”
Southland: “Without the computer equipment three of our staff would
not have been able to complete any work or engage as effectively with
the rest of the team from home during lockdown. Our Kiwi Can Leaders
created videos that were uploaded to YouTube for our Kiwi Can schools.
They used their laptops to edit and upload the videos. The laptops
enabled us all to communicate regularly via Zoom. Not only valuable
from a work perspective, also to ensure that our staff were doing okay
and providing connection opportunities. All of our staff now have a
laptop which is essential for their role. Lesson planning and creation of
lesson resources, engagement internally and externally via email/Zoom,
accessing documents in our system, accessing professional development opportunities etc.”
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCShcikIMJvny2BZqo1xAyJA/playlists
In Porirua: “2020 was all about resilience and respecting themselves, their whanau and local community by practicing
overcoming their obstacles through in-school lessons and at home during lockdown. Throughout 2020 our ultimate
goal was to continue to deliver our youth development services to young people who need it the most despite the
global pandemic. The donation of the equipment helped us to streamline programme delivery to over 640 tamariki
and rangatahi in Porirua and enable us to continue to plan and deliver services during lockdown periods.” [App-1]
At least 30 other organisations working with youth education to employment have received gifted computers from
our Digital Wings business partners’ donations.
Golden Bay WorkCentre Trust: “Previous to the new laptops, we had very old laptops which could not be upgraded
to Windows 10. This meant students had to share equipment which slowed them down and caused frustration. It
affected attendance and outcomes. The new laptops meant everyone in class had their own computer and these
were of a high quality which enabled them all to work consistently and efficiently towards their goals. As a result,
students retained their level of focus and enthusiasm throughout the course, which led to higher outcomes for all.
Since the course ended Dec 2020, the laptops have been repurposed to other GBWCT projects for staff use to replace
outdated hardware and supply new staff with the equipment they need to
effectively do their jobs.”
Tui pictures here, says “The new laptop is awesome. It has better general
operating capabilities and has a built-in webcam! This has been really
useful with more Zoom meetings to catch up with the other Connectors and
providers around the region, and getting the new website up and going.
Plus it's been really handy being able to work from home when needed and
still easily be able to access the files I need to continue working with my
clients or on current projects. Such a good resource, thanks!”

Rotorua Youth Centre One Chance Programme
“On behalf of OneChance Charitable Trust and our students
thank you so much for donating the desktops and laptops. It
has proven to have helped us immensely with the
management aspect but also allowing the students the
freedom to organise their youth and community events. We
endeavour to do the best work we can with our youth and
when organisations like Digital Wings contribute to our vision
it is very humbling and we are grateful. The students in the
attached photos are from the OneChance Youth Project, our
flagship program we have been running for 8 years. Each year
for the last 4 years they have organised the annual Rotorua
Youth Awards, a large community even celebrating youth
achievement and success.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAmQPQlWio0&ab&ab
Inspiring Stories Future Leaders programme supports rangatahi to
build strength across a range of outcome areas. The quantitative
data below is a summary of the 2020 survey responses, where
participants indicate the extent to which the programme has had
an impact: 95% Problem solving skills; 96% Communication skills;
96% Personal & social skills; 98% Leadership skills;
91% Entrepreneurship skills, & ability to turn ideas into action.
“When we received the Digital Wings laptops, I took them to a full
Future Leaders event in Whakatāne to support attending the online
Festival for the Future event in July 2020. The laptops were really
useful for this event and enabled many young people to take part in
the online workshops and watch speaker sessions and for staff to
work from home. We really appreciate Digital Wings support last
year – your turn around and relationship management has been brilliant.”
Health and Social Services also struggle to secure funding for effective technology to enable them to serve their
communities and this was exacerbated during Covid isolation months.
Paparoa Parish in rural Kaipara issue thanks for the donated PC and laptop to replace their “ancient” technology.
“Its limitations came to me when I was involved in a webinar for Victim Support. I ran out of data at home so thought
I would use the church computer. It was not until the webinar started that I realised it did not have a camera or mic. I
was a black square on the screen and could not participate! We also could not update it from W7. The laptop is an
incredible gift and to have Windows software already installed is much appreciated. This is something we would not
have been able to afford, especially in our current environment and it is great to have up-to-date tools.”
The Acorn Project supports young people aged 12 to 24 years and their family living with cancer in Hawkes Bay.
“Digital Wings computers enable us to expand our reach within the community, communicate with our members and
other community groups, keep accurate records including accounts and member details, staff hours, board minutes,
funding applications and supporter/sponsor information. During Covid-19 restrictions, Digital Wings technology
helped by we were able to keep in contact with our members with: Email, messages, Zoom and Skype, Messenger
calls. We have also used them throughout the year to keep in touch with our funders and supporters, keep track of
our accounts, keep our website and Facebook page up to date. We are currently using them to upload all our member
information to an online database we have had created. All of these have enabled to achieve the outcomes we set
ourselves. We currently have over 100 members, 14 volunteers that have benefitted by having the laptops either by
hearing about us, or from the access to funding we have received via online systems.”
The Gut Cancer Foundation thanks you for your generous donation of a laptop for their new fundraising staff
member. “GCF is a small but growing charity. Contributions like this one from Digital Wings are exceptionally
important as they help us to keep our costs low and release more funding for vital research and awareness raising.
Over 5,100 New Zealanders are diagnosed with one form of gut cancer every year and unfortunately, survival rates
for this group of cancers are particularly low. Your generosity will help in our mission to increase survival rates, life
expectancy and quality of life for gut cancer patients and reduce the number of New Zealanders that develop gut
cancers in the first instance.”

Digital Wings has supported 50 women’s Refuges and other violence intervention agencies.
Porirua Living Without Violence (PLWVS) “We would like to once again thank Digital Wings
and the Team at RemarkIT Solutions for the 7 desktops, 6 laptops [which] allow us to provide a more efficient service
to our clients. They definitely came at a much-needed time, we picked them up the 25th March 2020. And as of the
26th March 2020 New Zealand went into lockdown due to COVID-19. As PLWVS was classified as an essential service
provider, we were very committed to providing a range of on-going safety and non-violence programmes / sessions
and assessments to perpetrators and victims. Safety was always the priority. We modified our service delivery with
staff working remotely. We used telephone and zoom to remotely deliver assessments, programmes, and individual
sessions to clients. We had 6 staff providing sessions to Men and Women and had two staff working with the
Tamariki and their caregivers. With clients on the Tamariki waiting list we interacted with weekly phone support to
the caregiver and then conversations with the children. The first week of lockdown was contacting clients and letting
them know the programmes would be operating remotely. We checked they were safe and managing their risks and
we looked at how working remotely with them would work, for some is meant we provided credit on their phones so
they could engage. The virtual PLWVS office remained open and all PLWVS men, women and children clients were
contacted weekly over lockdown.”
Manchester House in Feilding provides non-judgemental non-discriminatory compassionate and caring support for
those in need, providing integrated on-demand services to those in the community in times of need, including social
work, counselling and family support services, budgeting and financial mentoring, parenting and early childhood
programmes, a foodbank service and senior based programmes. “We have had 30,000 plus contacts this financial
year through our various services. We played a pivotal community role as an essential service during Covid-19, where
we offered remote social work and counselling support and met emergency food needs that increased by 400% over
that period.”
“Having updated technology has been significant. We have 30 staff in the organisation, all of whom need to be
technically equipped to do their jobs adequately. Upgraded computers have meant less cost for us for maintenance
and less technical issues impacting our time and energy. We are sincerely grateful for the donation. 7 staff members
have been directly impacted though the provision of new equipment, but several thousand clients due to the wider
ramifications of the donations. Our sincere thanks for your support. Computers are a necessary and difficult thing to
fund, when of course, we want to focus as much of our capital as possible on direct service delivery. The upcycling
aspect of this is also excellent, and on both a personal and professional level, I commend the reuse of resources.”

Age Concern Wellington Region “It is difficult to estimate the impact on our work of this donation to Age Concern.
Had we not received them, we would have struggled to equip our staff with the tools they need. We have a small
budget for IT each year, so this donation was most appreciated by myself and the Board. With a limited staff team,
our computer systems are a critical support for us. Prior to the grant, several team members were frustrated with
their computer setup. I wanted to ease this burden by providing them with some decent equipment so that they can
focus on their role. The grant from Digital Wings has helped us do that and the laptops in particular (HP Elitebooks)
are high quality. Digital Wings is playing an important role in our work of reaching Seniors throughout the Wellington
Region.”

Manawatū People’s Radio aims to provide opportunities, facilities,
support and training to individuals and organisations in the community
to create content that reflects their views and values. “Focus in
particular is on minority communities with the aim of giving them a
voice. The outcomes of this are increased community connection,
engagement, cohesion and resilience. Digital Wings donations helped
-By allowing us to connect remotely (in the case of personal laptops)
during COVID and also record content remotely (via zoom) to ensure all
staff could complete their work.
- By giving programme makers options to link more readily to zoom,
Facebook and other
media whilst working in
the studio, thus enhancing
their programmes. (studio
computers). We feel that
Digital Wings has offered us incredible support and at this stage we feel
resilient and well equipped with technology to help us meet our goals
for the considerable future. During COVID 19, our ability to work
remotely and to record programmes via zoom meant that new
programme makers were inspired to have their voices heard and make
content reflecting their unique views and values. Of particular note and
relevance was the emergence of a programme called Revisiting Resilience through two existing programme makers
who joined together to create a show to support people in developing resilience in an ever-changing world.”
https://www.accessmanawatu.co.nz/
Digital Wings has made an impact on marae communities nationwide and now especially around Te Tai Tokerau.
Te Whanau o Rangiwhakaahu Marae
“On behalf of the Marae Trustees and our Deputy Chair, Marion Kerepeti-Edwards, I would like to send you and
Digital Wings a huge thank you for donating eight laptops and two desktop screens to our Marae based in Matapouri
Bay, Whangārei. These resources will compliment what we already have in place and will enable our whanau, who
live in the area, to have digital access, learning and communication especially during these trying and extraordinary
times. Again, please accept our sincerest thanks and wishes for the future. Ngā mihi.”
Moria Marae, Hokianga
“Ngā mihi mahana Digital Wings & RemarkIT
for dispatch and amazing delivery of PC and
2-Laptops. Please see shots of Aunty Kahu
Morunga who thankfully and happily
received laptops & AIO on behalf of Moria
Marae Trustees. I cannot express how much
this means to Te Akinihi Tiapakeke Whanau
to donate these to our tupuna whare. Let
alone to know that it will be put to good use
by Marae Trustees.”

Rangatahi Digital Workshops, Tech Resilience and Training for Trainers
In 2019 we began Rangatahi Workshops to put tech mentors in front of youth audiences to inspire careers in tech.
Covid restrictions saw us migrate this into video resources for charities to deliver online. The latest extension of this
is to run Training for Trainers in Tai Tokerau for organisations working with youth education and employment. Our
expert presenters here: https://www.newhorizonsforwomen.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/Janie-Titos-Her-Story.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KlQ7kziH7lE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k81VDUbzl5U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87zYU369QN8
Digital Wings is continually expanding its service to charities and rōpū in response to
their feedback. We wish to thank our donor partners and businesses for your
contribution to making a difference. Ngā mihi nui Di Daniels Programme Director.

